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Kirchheim, January 23, 2024 

 

Designed in Germany – Made in India 
hubergroup Chemicals presents its portfolio at PaintIndia 
hubergroup Chemicals, one of the largest manufacturers in the chemical sector, will 
showcase its state-of-the-art portfolio of resins, colourants and pigments, laminations 
adhesives and monomers at PaintIndia in Mumbai, India, February 22-24, 2024. In addition, 
hubergroup Chemicals will present its capabilities in custom manufacturing. A particular 
focus will be placed on inks & over-print varnishes, and industrial coatings. Sustainability 
and environmental protection are an integral part of the daily business. All interested 
parties are cordially invited to visit stand E5 in hall 1.  

At PaintIndia, the premier trade fair in Asia and the third largest show worldwide for the paint, 
coating, and related industries, hubergroup Chemicals will showcase its comprehensive, state-
of-the-art portfolio. This includes sustainable raw materials for industrial coatings such as 
radiation-curing oligomers and monomers for industrial coatings as well as conventional drying 
resins based on rosin, ketonic resins and polyurethane resins as well as some additives. The 
chemical specialist will also be presenting its state-of-the-art laminating adhesives, which are 
already being used by many satisfied customers on the Asian market. The portfolio also includes 
raw materials for printing inks and overprint varnishes such as resins, additives, and colourants.  

In addition to these high-quality standard products, hubergroup Chemicals also offers custom 
manufacturing for tailor-made products. The focus here is on three core competencies. The 
diversified chemical expertise that is also reflected in the portfolio in the many different product 
groups. The formulation know how – especially for inks & over-print varnishes – which the 
chemical experts of the hubergroup offer to their customers as a consulting service. The project 
management style with which custom manufacturing contracts are successfully implemented for 
each customer individually. 

Numerous experts from hubergroup Chemicals will be on site at PaintIndia to provide visitors with 
advice, recommend the right products, discuss legal requirements as well as product safety and 
give tips on how to make chemical processes more efficient.  

For hubergroup Chemicals, India is an important growth market with its own production facilities 
and laboratories. hubergroup Chemicals was launched in 2020 as a division of the international 
chemicals and printing inks specialist hubergroup, which unites around 3,300 people in almost 30 
countries and has a unique history of over 255 years. To date, hubergroup Chemicals has 
developed into a major chemical supplier that sells its products to all over the world, in all business 
areas and to customers ranging from SMEs to large, world-renowned chemical companies.  

In particular, hubergroup Chemicals concentrates on the customized manufacturing and 
development of radiation curing oligomers, polyurethane resins, ketonic resins, adhesion 
promoters, rosin based resins, laminating adhesives (2K PU systems), and pigment concentrates. 

With its proven expertise in the printing ink business, hubergroup Chemicals has developed into 
an expert in the field of raw material production in recent years and has steadily expanded its 
portfolio. Based on its extensive production capacities of almost 300 kilotons and over 100 
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reactors, hubergroup Chemicals is one of the largest manufacturers in the chemicals sector. 
Dedicated experts enable advanced product developments in the research departments in India 
and Germany. hubergroup Chemicals has two production plants in India and research 
departments in India and Germany, that work closely connected on the latest innovations - with 
more than 20 new product launches every year.  

Customer-focused and agile, hubergroup Chemicals reacts quickly to new market needs by 
developing new products or adapting existing ones. It thus offers its customers and other chemical 
companies the unique opportunity to establish themselves quickly, reliably, and sustainably in the 
fast-growing Asian chemical market. 

Taner Bicer, President of hubergroup Chemicals, says: "India and the Asian market are of great 
importance to us and our customers. hubergroup Chemicals has major production facilities in 
India, is the largest UV oligomer producer in the country and a local leader in terms of pigment 
synthesis capacity. We are proud to develop the latest innovations with numerous experts in India 
and present them in Mumbai at PaintIndia." 

"PaintIndia is a great opportunity to meet customers and interested visitors in person. Part of our 
identity is that we share our knowledge and support our customers in their individual challenges. 
We have experts in every field. Interested parties are cordially invited to visit our stand - we look 
forward to meeting you and having exciting conversations!" adds Suresh Kalra, Managing Director 
India & President Asia, hubergroup.  

You will find hubergroup Chemicals in Hall 1, Stand E5, in the vicinity of Thos, Evonik, Arkema 
and Omya. 
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About hubergroup Chemicals 

hubergroup Chemicals manufactures specialty chemicals such as colourants and pigments, 
laminations adhesives and monomers in its facilities in India. Launched in 2020, the company is a 
division of the international chemical and ink specialist hubergroup, which is based in Germany and 
has a 255-year history. hubergroup Chemicals places its particular focus on inks & over-print 
varnishes, and industrial coatings. In addition, the company has various capabilities in custom 
manufacturing. Sustainability and environmental protection are an integral part of the daily business. 
Dedicated experts enable advanced product development in research departments in India and 
Germany. As the largest manufacturer of rosin-based resins in India, hubergroup Chemicals is a highly 
experienced supplier of modified resins. To date, hubergroup Chemicals has developed into a major 
chemical supplier that sells its products to all over the world, in all business areas and to customers 
ranging from SMEs to large, world-renowned chemical companies. With production capacities of 
almost 300 kilotons and more than 100 reactors, hubergroup Chemicals is one of the largest 
manufacturers in the chemicals sector. Dedicated experts enable advanced product developments in 
the research departments in India and Germany. hubergroup employs around 3,300 people in almost 
30 countries and generated annual sales of around €812 million in 2022.   

 

Follow us 

Website: https://www.hubergroup.com  
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hubergroup/  
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